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Abstract: It is well-established that ethanol sensors have wide applications in medical processes and food
industries. Herein, ZnO nano-particles are synthesized and exposed to ethanol for gas sensing measurements.
It is shown that their sensitivity and response time relates to how large they are. Transmission Electron
Microscopy, X-ray Diffraction and UV-v is determined and differentiated the crystal morphology, crystallite
size and the associated band gap of the nanoparticles depending on the constituents of the initial samples. The
voltage-time graphs of sensors are obtained and the observed behavior is investigated.
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INTRODUCTION Previous researches prepared gas sensors from

It is known that  a  biosensor  is  an  analytical response [4]. In some previous researches, it has been
device, which converts the modification of the  physical demonstrated  that  the gas sensing behavior of ZnO
or chemicalproperties of a biomaterial e.g. enzyme, nano-particles is highly affected by the presence of
antibodies, receptors, organelles, microorganisms into crystal defects [5]. Moreover, some other researchers
anelectrical whose amplitude depends on the postulated  that  the  relatively  high gas sensitivity of
concentration  of  defined analytes in the solution [1]. ZnO nano-particles might be attributed to the more
They are becoming essential in the field of medicine, content of oxygen vacancy in the nanostructure [3, 6].
healthcare, chemical and biologicalanalysis, Finally,  the  sensing  characteristics  of nano-material
environmental monitoring and food processing industries made  gas  sensors  is  known  to  be  greatly dependent
[1]. It is well-established that ethanol sensors have wide on the size and morphology of the sensing nanomaterials
applications in medical processes and food industries. [7].

One of the great candidates for fabrication of medical Herein, ZnO nano-particles with different sizes are
ethanol  bio-sensor  is  ZnO  nano-particle. It is known prepared by hydrothermal method for fabrication of
that ZnOparticles have deodorizing and antibacterial ethanol bio-sensor used in medical  applications.  They
properties and are used in food packaging. Furthermore are exposed to ethanol gas in  a  homemade  sensing
ZnO is used to treat skin conditions in baby powder, setup  and   their   sensitivity  is  measured  as R /R
barrier creams  to  treat diaper rashes, calamine cream, ratio where R  is the resistance of the sensor in dry air
anti-dandruff shampoos andantiseptic ointments and and R  is the resistance of the mixture of gas and air.
medical bandage [2]. This material is one of the best
choices for constructing gas sensors due to the MATERIALS AND METHODS
sensitivity to gases e.g. NH , NO , CO, ethanol, etc. [3].3 2

Among theseapplications, ethanol monitoring is The materials used in this research were zinc nitrate
substantially interested by medical scientists in breath (Zn(NO ) • 6H O), zinc acetate (Zn(CH COO) • 2H O), urea
analyzers and food control. ((NH ) CO) and oxalic acid (H C O • 2H O) all from Merck.
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Synthesis and Characterization: First, 0.1M zinc acetate the  heater.  The  gas  sensitivity   (response  magnitude)
was dissolved in 100 ml of double distilled water. Then, of the sensor, S, was determined as the R /R  ratio,
0.15M oxalic acid was added dropwiseto the zinc nitrate where R  is the resistance of the pellet sensor in dry air
solution at 45°C under vigorous stirring. After 1 h, nano- and  R  is  the resistance of the mixture of gas and air.
particles started to precipitate and the solution was The response time defined as the time required for the
transferred to the refluxing system for 6 h at 110°C for conductance to reach 90% of the equilibrium value after
purification. The hot plate was removed and the solution the test gas injection and also the recovery time as the
was divided into equal parts and centrifuged three times time necessary for the sensor to attain a conductance 10%
at a low speed for 6 min to separate the precipitate from above the original value in air [10, 11] were calculated for
the solvent. The precipitates were kept in an electric each measurement.
furnace at 90°C for 4 h. During this time the precipitate
was thoroughly dried and named as Sample 1. The same RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
procedure was carried out for Samples 2 and 3, noting that
0.15M oxalic acid and 0.15 M urea was added to 0.1M zinc Characterization  of  ZnO  Nano-Particles  Based  on
nitrate, respectively. The synthesis method was obtained TEM, XRD and UV-Vis Results: The morphologies of
from [8, 9]. All three samples were further annealed at ZnOnano-particles at 400°C were observed by TEM
400°C for evaporation of any possible residues and (Figure 1, top panel) for all three samples. While the size
formation of crystallites. of the crystallites of samples 1 and 2 with respect to their

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) of the scale bar seems to be smaller, the crystallites of Sample 3
three sampleswas taken by TEM (model: Leo 912 AB, appear to be larger. This is in agreement with the
Zeiss Germany). TEM images illustrate the morphology of broadness of their corresponding XRD peaks in the
compounds. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) patterns of ZnO bottom panel. The XRD patterns of all three samples
nano-particles prepared at various annealing temperatures confirm  the  hexagonal  crystal structure  of  ZnO where
were recorded by D8 Advanced Bruker system using a = b = 0.3242 nm; c = 0.5176 with strong reflections from
CuK  (  = 0.154056 nm) radiation to analyze the phase of (101), (100) and (002) planes. The formation of nano-
the nano-particles. Further on, UV-vis analysis was crystalline ZnO is reflected through the broadening of
carried out by spectrophotometer (model: GBC 916) to corresponding XRD characteristic lines. There is no effect
show which nano-particles are in the range of quantum of annealing on the crystalline phase of ZnO as the XRD
confinement. characteristic lines show. However, annealing helps to

Sensing Preparations and Measurements: From the agreement with the literature [12]. Figure 3 demonstrates
powders annealed at 400°C, similar quantities were taken that crystallites of Samples 1 and 2 are in the quantum
from sample and mixed with distilled water. The mixture confinement regime while the third sample, with the
was  stirred  and  the  dough  was  left  in  clean dish for smaller band gap, lies at the threshold. These results
100 hrs. The mixture was annealed at 600°C for the agree well with the TEM and XRD results.
formation of electrical bonds between the constituents. Absorption spectroscopy is a powerful non-
Next, the pellets were fixed on the sample holders with destructive technique for exploring the optical properties
platinum wires connectingeither side of the pellets with of semiconducting nano-particles [13]. The absorption
silver paste. Gas sensing characteristics of nano-particles spectra of a ZnO/ethanol solution in the UV and visible
were measured with a home-built apparatus. This system range are presented in Figure 2. A blank solution of
consisted a test chamber, a small temperature controlled ethanol is used as reference [14]. , the wavelength at
heater, a digital oscilloscope, triple output adjustable DC which absorption is 50% of that at the excitonic peak [15])
power supply, a function generator/counter, a resistor in Figure 2 moves toward higher wavelengths from sample
box, a multimeter and a data acquisition system. After 1 to 3. This confirms that band gap of the samples
placing the fabricated sensor in the test chamber at a increase from 1-3 and therefore the size of the crystallites
suitable temperature, a measured quantity of ethanol was increase which is in agreement with TEM and XRD
injected into the test chamber and the variation of voltage results. There is a significant blue-shift in the excitonic
signal across a resistance connected in series with sensor absorption for all nano-particles compared to that of bulk
was monitored and recorded. The working temperature of ZnO, as the excitonic absorption for bulk ZnO is at 373 nm
the sensors was adjusted by changing the voltage across [16].
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Fig. 1: TEM images and XRD patterns, XRDs presenting strong reflections from (1 0 1), (1 0 0) and (0 0 2) planes

Fig. 2: UV-vis diagrams for samples 1-3 Fig. 3: (a) Sensitivity versus temperature for samples 1-

Sensing Voltage and Electrical Conductivity the optimum temperature. Among all, sample 1
Characteristics: The sensing mechanism involves the has the lowest working temperature
formation of a charge depletion layer on the surface due
to electron trapping at adsorbed oxygen species. This synthesized compounds, were exposed to 1000 ppm of
leads to the release of electrons and thus an increase in ethanol  vapours  at  different  temperatures  (Figure 3).
the   electrical   conductivity.   Sensors    fabricated    with The optimum operable temperature was408, 414 and 468°C

3 exposed to 1000 ppm ethanol gas to determine

Table 1: A brief comparison between the sensing characteristics of samples and the literature

Structure Operating temperature (°C ) Concentration (ppm) Sensitivity Response time (s) Recovery time (s) Ref.

Nanoparticle 400 250 25 - - [11]
Nanoparticle 420 100 25 - - [17]
Nanoparticle, sample 1 408 250 49 10.4 29.5 here
Nanoparticle,
Sample 2 414 250 38 14.1 65.3 here
Nanoparticle,
Sample 3 468 250 4.5 34 167.6 here
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Fig. 4: Voltage vs. time for (a) sample 1, (b) sample 2 and (c) sample 3 while they were exposed to 25-3000 ppm of ethanol
vapour. V for all was 0.4 V. V  is the maximum of each peak and it increases as the concentration of ethanolair gas

vapour increases
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